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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the data all needed for nine case studies of
hydropower unit commitment, which determines the optimal
operating zones and generating discharges of units after the quar-
ter-hourly releases and water heads are derived by the operation of
cascaded hydropower reservoirs. The power output function and
feasible operating zones of units are provided, and optimization
solvers are used to acquire the results in detail for the case studies,
including the quarter-hourly generating discharges, power genera-
tions, as well as operating zones of individual units. Performance
indices, including the spillage, energy production, and the low-
efficiency generating rate, are summarized for all case studies and
can be readily used for comparison between algorithms in future.
& 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access

article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Type of data Tables and figures
How data was
acquired

Unit power output characteristics are estimated based on observed data; Releases
and water heads are provided in Ref [1]; and results for nine case studies are
obtained with optimization solvers.

Data format Filtered and analyzed
Experimental
factors

IBM CPLEX 12.6 solver called by Cþþ codes, which are executed on an HP laptop
[Intel(R) Core(TM)2 duo CPU T5550 @ dual 1.83 GHz]

Experimental
features

The CPLEX 12.6 solver to derive the unit operating zones, and the Hill-Climbing
method to determine the unit generating discharges and power generations.

Data source
location

Yunnan, China

Data accessibility Attached to this article as an excel file.

Value of the data

� Nine case problems in different sizes are presented in detail for researchers to test, compare, and
choose optimization solvers for mixed integer linear programming.

� The parameters are very useful for upcoming algorithms to test their efficiency in optimizing
quarter-hourly hydropower unit commitments, which is one of the most significant optimization
problems in power systems.

� The results obtained herein with a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) solver can serve as a
standard benchmark for other researchers to compare their results with.

� The case studies can be easily scaled up to problems in larger size to test optimization solvers or
algorithms on their capability in solving large-scale problems of hydropower unit commitment.

1. Data

Table A1 in the attached excel file gives the water rates, feasible lower and upper bounds on the
generating discharge, which are all functions of the water head and plotted in Fig. 1. The water rate
can be used to calculate the power output given a generating flow at a certain water head.

The quarter-hourly water heads and releases are known parameters, which are listed in Tables A2–
A10 in the attached excel file for nine case studies respectively. Fig. 2 shows the quarter-hourly water
heads and releases given in Table A10 for the 9th case study that involves nine units.

The performance indices are also summarized in Tables A2–A10 for each case study, including the
total spillage, total energy production, low-efficiency generating rate, and the computation time. The
optimal quarter-hourly generating flows, power generations and operating zones of units, as well as
the optimal quarter-hourly spillages and power generations of the hydropower reservoir, are also
obtained and given in Tables A2–A10 for nine case studies respectively.

2. Experimental design, materials and methods

2.1. Unit power output characteristics

The lower and upper bounds on the generating flow of a unit at a certain water head in Table A1
are estimated with engineering experience. The relationship between the water head in meters and
the water rate (η) in m3/kWh in Table A1 are estimated based on observed power outputs (P) in MW
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